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Abstract. Using Fourier expansions and an analysis of the Rayleigh quotient,

we obtain an improved upper bound for the dimension of spaces of cusp forms

when the symmetric space is a product of upper half spaces. In the rank-one

case, some refinements are given.

Introduction and statement of main results

In this paper we study two important and related topics in the spectral theory

of automorphic forms. The first is the problem of determining conditions on

the Fourier coefficients, or Hecke eigenvalues, or local representations of a cusp

form that specify it uniquely. The second problem, also of interest in differential

geometry, is bounding the multiplicity of eigenvalues of the Laplacian on certain

symmetric spaces. Our results on the first problem lead to results on the second.

Throughout this paper, let Hn denote hyperbolic «-space. Let ßf = H"1 x

• • • x H"' be the product of r hyperbolic spaces. Each H"' is a symmetric

space. Let Gt denote its group of isometries, and let G = Y[i=\ G¡ be the group

of isometries of %?. Let r c G be discrete and such that Y\%? is noncompact

but of finite volume. Then %f has a fundamental domain 3¡ with a finite

number of cusps. Also, as in the classical case of the upper half plane, if we

assume that each //"' is considered in the upper-half-space model, there is, for

any given cusp, a g € G that sends the cusp to infinity.

All of these notions will be explained more fully in §2. In that section we will

also introduce the notion of a cusp form and assign a Fourier expansion to a

given cusp form. These are fairly straightforward generalizations of the notions

of a Maaß cusp form and its Fourier expansion for the classical modular group.

Let <p and <// be two cusp forms, and at the 7th cusp, let the Fourier coefficients

be al and ¿>i7), respectively. As cusp forms 4> and y are eigenfunctions

of the ring of G-left invariant differential operators on %?. The ring may be

generated by r operators, all essentially Laplacians. We assume 4> and y have
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the same eigenvalues, and let X — (A, , ... , Ar) denote the eigenvalues for the

basis operators. We are now in a position to state out main results. For any

vector a let \a\  = ]T;=1 a¡ ■

Theorem 1.1. Let T\Â?, <¡>, cá?   and X be as above, and let Y be irreducible

(see §2).  Then there is a constant C, associated with T, such that if a~   = 0

for all Î with \l\ < C\X\i/2, then 0 = 0.

Theorem 1.2. Let T\ßf, <¡>,y, af , b(J], and X be as above. If af = bf for
-* —* -*  i i-\

all I with \l\ < C\X\ '    with C as in Theorem 1.1, then <j> = y/.

Theorem 1.3. Let M(X) denote the multiplicity of the space of cusp forms on

T\ß? with eigenvalues I. Then M{X) = 0(|!|("~r)/2), where n = Y.r¡=\ nr " tne

dimension of the space T\ß?.

Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 are corollaries of Theorem 1.1. Theorem 1.3 is striking

when r > 1, as it gives a sharper bound than other techniques. All three

theorems will be proved in §2, but it is useful to describe the ideas behind

the proof here. The proofs of the theorems involve the estimation of Rayleigh

quotients, generalizing a method of Roeckle [Ro] for estimating from below the

first eigenvalue of the modular group. Another account is in [He].

The x variables (see §2, or for the moment think of the upper half plane

x + iy, y > 0 ) control the maximum multiplicity for a space of cusp forms.

The differential equations and periodicity show that a cusp form is determined

by its values along a 'hyperplane' with the y values fixed. Using all the auto-

morphy conditions, we show that certain integral inequalities hold uniformly

or, more precisely, hold not only for integrals on Y\%f but for integrals with

respect to the x variables, with the y variables fixed. We are thus reduced to

a lower-dimensional problem. The statements regarding differential equations

and periodicity (or more accurately, rœ automorphy) hold more generally.

For example, they hold for cusp forms on GLn(R). The procedure used here

to show uniformity fails there as it requires an 'honest' Fourier expansion or,

more precisely, we need the nilpotent group of the group of isometries to be

Abelian. It would be interesting to see if another method can be found.

Both problems have been worked on by many authors. A basic result is

the Multiplicity One Theorem. In its modern form, this theorem is proved by

Jacquet and Langlands [J-L] for GL2 and by Shalika [Sha] for more general

reductive groups. The theorem may be interpreted as saying that knowledge of

the Fourier coefficients and eigenvalues of the relevant differential operators de-

termines a cusp form. For the spaces %? considered in this paper, a proof based

on the uniqueness of solutions of certain differential equations with prescribed

properties can be given.

More recently, various authors have used a variety of techniques to obtain

weaker conditions that specify a cusp form. Using properties of Rankin-Selberg

L-functions, Jacquet, Piatetski-Shapiro, and Shalika [J-P-S] have shown that
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knowing all but a finite number of Fourier coefficients determines a cusp form.

No information on differential eigenvalues (or infinity types) is needed in these

theorems. In a different direction Moreno [Mo], also using the properties of

certain L-functions, has shown on GLn that a suitably chosen finite number

of Fourier coefficients determines a cusp form uniquely. The number needed

depends on the size of the infinity types. It should be noted that these theorems

use techniques that in no way resemble ours.

The problem of determining the multiplicity of the spectrum of the Lapla-

cian on various spaces goes back (at least) to Courant's [Co] improvement

of Weyl's asymptotic estimate of the number of eigenfunctions of the Lapla-

cian in a bounded domain. If N(X) denotes the dimension of the space of

eigenfunctions of the Laplacian with eigenvalue less than X and M(X) de-

notes the multiplicity of the space of eigenfunctions with eigenvalue X, then

M{X) < N(X +&)- N{X - e). So if N{X) = f{X) + 0(g(X)) then, assuming

g(X) < f(X), M(X) = 0(g(X)).
Work by Gelfand, Piatetski-Shapiro, Borel, and Garland shows that N(X) is

finite for all X for quite general spaces. Also, for noncompact spaces N(X) may

always equal zero. For rank-one symmetric spaces, the Selberg trace formula

([Sel], [He], [J-L]) can be used to show that if the space has finite volume and

dimension n , then M(X) = 0{X ' ). In some cases this can be improved

slightly. For compact symmetric spaces, Varadarajan obtains N(X) ~ CX"^2,

along with an error term implying

M(X) = 0{X{n~l)/2).

If the space is a product of upper half planes, Efrat [E] obtains

All of these papers use the trace formula. Seeley [See] uses estimates for the

wave operator to obtain

N(X) = CXn/2 + 0(X{n-[]/2)

for compact manifolds with boundary.

On the other hand, Randol [Ran] has shown that given A , there exist spaces

with M(X) > A for some X. As far as we know, it is unknown whether or not,

on a given space such as those we study, M(X) < A , where A depends on the

space.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We begin §2 by making precise

certain concepts mentioned in §1. We then prove Theorem 1.1. This is the

technical heart of the paper. We then prove Theorems 1.2 and 1.3.

In §3, we consider the rank-one case. We can improve our results in that

case. We show in a sense that is made precise, that if sufficiently many Fourier

coefficients are 'close', two cusp forms agree. The proof uses an orthogonality

argument and the existence of a basis of Hecke eigenforms for the space of cusp
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forms. After this, the argument used is a Rayleigh quotient argument similar

to those in §3. We then mention a case of number-theoretic interest. We close

the paper with some explicit results in classical cases.

2. Notation and proofs

2.1. Notation. As mentioned in §1, we study in this paper cusp forms on prod-

ucts of hyperbolic spaces. We adopt the following notations:

(2.1.1) /^//"'x-xi/"',

where H"1 is «-dimensional hyperbolic space. As a generalization of the upper-

half-space model of hyperbolic space, we introduce the following coordinates

and state several results.

Definition 2.1.2. Coordinates of J* are given by

(y{,..., yr, x, ,,..., x, ,„_,,..., xr ,,..., xxnr_x) = (y, x)

with x¡ n e R, y¡ > 0. If the rank of %?, r, is equal to one, then we suppress

some subscripts and write (y, x) = (y, xx, ... , xn_, ).

Before introducing the facts that we need in complete generality, we give them

when r = 1 . This case, the case of hyperbolic space, is better known, and after

seeing the facts here, it is easier to understand the general case. Automorphic

forms for rank-one spaces have been studied in many places; for example, see

[OS].
The ring of invariant operators in this case is generated by the Laplacian A.

In the above coordinates, we have

(2.1.3) A0 = y2
d<t>    | y^^

dy2    ~{dx2
-{n~2)yw

We will not actually work with A directly. The invariant volume element is

given by

(2.1.4) dV =
dxx  ■dxn_xdy

y"

Let G be the isometry group of %". Let re G be such that Y\%? is

noncompact but has finite invariant volume. There is an open set 3 c <#"

which satisfies

(2.1.5) \]3 = ^
ver

and

(2.1.6) ySf\3 ¿(¡>^y = I.

Here yS is the image of the set of points of 3j under the action of yeT,

and / is the map sending a point in %f to itself.  2¡ has a finite number of
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cusps, located at oo or at a point with y — 0. Given any cusp, there is a g eG

sending the cusp to infinity.

Assume for the moment that only one cusp exists and that it is located at

oo. Let T^ be the stabilizer of oo. This is a lattice in R"~ . One can find

Sc/ (the Siegel set), such that

(2.1.7) S = {(y,x)\y>a>0,xeroo\^}

(2.1.8) Sd3, and for a finite set {?,}£,,  /,er, \jyyß z> S.

If there are k cusps, 3 may be decomposed into k sections, each contain-

ing one cusp, and we may, as was already noted, choose g¡ e G, sending the

z'th cusp to oo. We may then find St satisfying (2.1.7) and

(2.1.9) S¡ D 3i, and a finite number of copies of 3 cover S¡.

We are now in a position to define cusp forms. Assume first that 3! has one

cusp.

Definition 2.1.10. A cusp form is a function cf> e L {Y\ßf) such that

(1) A0 = A0
(2) Jr ,x <j)(y, x)dx — OVy, with ^fx the projection of %? onto the x

variables.

For such functions, a Fourier expansion exists. If L is the lattice correspond-

ing to the action of Y^ , and L* is the dual lattice, we have

(2.1.11)    </>(y, x)=   Ç   aTy(n-l)l2K5_{n_X)l2(2n(n-\)\î\y)txp(2ni(ï-x)).

The cuspidal condition 2.1.10 (2) and certain facts about differential equations

guarantee that the expansion is in the terms of A^-Bessel functions. ( s(s - n + 1 )

= X here). Finally, if V is the gradient, then

(2.1.12) |V</>|2 = i/2
d<t>
dy

2 71-I

+ £

7=1

dtf>
dx,

It is the gradient, not the Laplacian, that we actually consider in our proof.

Now assume that the rank of %? is r. Let G = Gx x ■ •■ x Gr be the

isometry group of ^. Each Gi is the isometry group of H"' . The ring of

invariant differential operators is generated by A;, the Laplacians on H"1. Let

n = Y^r¡=\ nt be the dimension of %?. The invariant volume element dV is

just dVx ■ dV2 ■ ■ dVr, with dVi the invariant volume element on Hn' . Let

r c G be discrete, with Y\Â? noncompact but of finite volume. By saying that

r is irreducible we mean that T is not commensurate to a group Ya x Yb with

Ya c Ga , Yb c Gh, Ga and Gb nontrivial, and G = Ga x Gb. As before, a

fundamental domain 3¡ exists, as do Siegel sets.

If, for example, 3 has one cusp, S has the form

(2.1.13) {(y, x)|y, > at > 0, x e Y^HJ.
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2
If there is one cusp, then by a cusp form we mean a function c¡> e L (Y\Â?)

such that

(2.1.14) A;V = A,0

(2.1.15) /        4>{y,x)dx = Q.

If there are several cusps, we simply have similar conditions at each cusp.

Again, let L denote the lattice corresponding to the action of rœ on x

variables, and let L* be its dual lattice. If Y is irreducible, we have a Fourier

expansion of the form

(2.1.16) <j)(y,x)=   J2   arf(x,y)exp(27ii(ï,x)),

and /(/, y) is essentially a product of A"-Bessel functions. For example, see

[E]. The exact form of the function / is not needed here. A similar expansion

is obtainable for each cusp in the more-than-one-cusp case.

For references to the higher-rank case, we refer the reader to [E], [Hum],

[Shu], and [Te], and the references therein.

2.2. Proof of Theorem 1.1. Assume, at first, that Y\ß? has one cusp. Let a

be the minimum of the bottoms of the y variables in the Siegel sets. Let A be

the number of copies of 3 needed to cover 5.

Assume, as in the statement of the theorem, that

(2.2.1) A0,=A,0.

The Rayleigh-Ritz method yields

JzWl dV i=x

From the Siegel property we have

(2.2.3) ^>--^/UV <A±X.<A°X\X\,
m2dv   - tí■«- "

where Ax is easily computed.

The left-hand side of (2.2.2) is less that a constant (depending on the group)

times the left-hand side of (2.2.3) because the numerator in (2.2.3) is greater

than the numerator in (2.2.2), since the functions are automorphic and S D 3

but the denominator in (2.2.3) is less than a constant times the denominator in

(2.2.2), since a finite number of copies of 3 covers S. Then

°y, + dV/■oo roo   r      sr^r

a. Ja    Jí¿   ^i~

(2-2-4) -=;-^^ -<A'\X\,

no
iJ.v,
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with 3X a fundamental domain for the stabilizer of infinity. Replacing yi by

\'û± '
I dy,the constant a and dropping the positive | f£ |   terms, we have

/•oo /-oo  c        2 \~*r
fa,   ■L ka £.

d±
2

dV
(2.2.5) -2-'      '   ^     ,  ' "-<A\X\.

We now use the Fourier expansion, Fubini's theorem, and the orthogonality to

conclude that

or, with A2 easy to compute,

(2.2.7, g-gSWW,ffMfl^<

If the a;- are zero for |/| < /12' |X| ' , we have a contradiction, proving the

theorem.

We now proceed to prove the theorem in the case of several cusps. If there

are k cusps, we break 3 into k pieces with 3 = |J/=13¡, and after sending

the i th cusp to infinity, we take a collection of Siegel sets such that S¡ D 3{,

with a finite number of copies of 3 covering any given St. If each 3i is

treated separately, the theorem follows, mutatis mutandis.

2.3. Proofs of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3. Theorem 1.2 is essentially obvious; as

the infinity types for <f> and i// are identical, <f> - y is also a cusp form. Hence,

its Fourier coefficients satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1, and the theorem

follows.

To prove Theorem 1.3, we make the following observations. First, Y need

not be irreducible. If it is

(2.3.1) r\r = rayraxrbynb,

and we may work on each piece separately. Second, if Theorem 1.3 is false, then

we may, using some linear algebra, construct a function that violates the conclu-

sion of Theorem 1.1, but satisfies the hypothesis, thus creating a contradiction.

This is because the number of |/| satisfying

(2.3.2) \ï\<A\ï\l/2

is of appropriate size, and this in turn is because L* is a lattice.

3. Some refinement in the rank-one case

Assume r = 1 . Let (f>, y , and all other notations be as in §2. In addition,

assume that an orthogonal basis for the space of cusp forms on L'(Y\ß^) has
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been chosen, that Y\%? has been chosen, and that Y\ß? has only one cusp. The

last assumption is only for technical convenience. Let 4> and y be elements of

this basis. We want to show that if <j> ^ if/ , but their early Fourier coefficients

are close, most of the L norm of (f> - y arises from the later terms in its

Fourier expansion. So assume 0 ^ y/ , then

(3.1) ||0-i7/||2 = ||0||2 + ||V/||2 = 2.

Also

110-HI2 = ¡ \<t>-y\2dV<C f \(t>-y\2dV
JÇS Js

/oo
E Wr-br\\Ks_{f,_l)/2(2n(n-l)\í\y)\2dy/y

\f\<N
/•oo

+ C /     E I«/-- */H l^-(„-i)/2(2^(« - \)\l\y)\2dy/y,
Ja

\1\>N

where N is a parameter to be chosen later, and a depends only on Y.

From representation theory, the real part of s takes its values in a compact

set. From this we can specify that for a fixed Y, all the following integrals

satisfy
r>oo

-1)/2V

f°°
(3.3) /     \K )/2{2n(n - l)\í\y)\2dy/y < a

Ja

since we may uniformly bound the integrand [He].

From this we conclude that if

(3-4) EHrtf<¿-
|/|<tV

then
rOO i

(3.5) j    Yl \ai-br\2\Ks_{n_X)/2(2n(n-l)\r\y)\2dy/y>-(U\\2 + \\w\\2)

Condition (3.4) is satisfied if

(3.6) \a î-b^<-^rT\ï\<N,

with D a constant depending on Y. However, if N > E\X\X/2 for a suitable

constant E, we have

l|V(0-^)ll2^crEl/l2K-^X-(77-i)/2(2^-i)|/1y)l2^/y

ll*-*lla    "    fr^>N\ar-b^2\Ks^X)l2{2n(n-\)\l\y)\2dyly

> 2crE|/1>w|/TK---^|2l^-(n-1)/2(2^n-l)l/|y)|2^/y >

This is a contradiction of our assumption.
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We can state the above discussion as a theorem:

Theorem 3.8. Assume all of the above notations and assumptions. Assume (3.6),

or more generally (3.4) holds and N > E\X\     . Then cj> = y/.

The case of several cusps can be handled in a similar manner. The tech-

niques needed for the modification are similar to the modifications developed

for Theorem 1.1 in the multiple-cusp case.

A variation of the theorem is possible in certain cases of number-theoretic

interest. Suppose n = 2 or n = 3. For a group Y such as a congruence

subgroup of the modular group or the group SL2(0), where O is the ring of

integers of an imaginary quadratic extension of Q, Hecke theory [Mi] provides

a natural orthogonal basis, namely the Hecke eigenfunctions. Also, the lattice

L essentially corresponds to integers in the number field. In this case it is

more convenient to assume the normalization ax - bx = 1 . A result similar to

Theorem 3.8 may then be derived. We will show this in a certain case below.

It should be noted that some condition guaranteeing orthogonality is needed in

order to have theorems of this type. To see this, let 4> and y/ be orthogonal

cusp forms with the same infinity type. Let e > 0 be a small number. Then by

choosing e small enough, tf> and {l-s)4>+ey/ will have Fourier coefficients that

are very close for a very long time. However, it is obvious that 4> ̂ (l-e)(p+ey/ .

Throughout this paper, the constants mentioned can at least in principle be

explicitly calculated. We close the paper with theorems in classical cases where

the constants are explicitly computed. This also shows how Hecke theory can

be used in these theorems.

Theorem 3.9. Let (j> and y/ be to normalized ( even or odd ) Hecke eigenforms

on SL2(Z)\SL2(R)/S02(R), with ax = bx = 1  and \an - bf < {sßn/{4yfX)
for n < JX x 2/(x/3"tc) . Then y/ = <f>. {Note that 2/(y/3ic) = .3675527...).

Proof. Let e = maxn<N\an - bn\ with N to be chosen later. We assume, for

some p < \/Xx sj2ßl%, anj=bn; otherwise, this is a consequence of Theorem

1.2, if the constants are computed. So <f> and y/ are orthogonal, and

(3.10) !!</>-HI2 = II0II2 + IMI2.
With H = SL2(R)/S02(R), we can, using Siegel sets and the fact that funda-

mental domain for Y\ß? is

(3.11) ^ = {(y,x):(x2 + y2)> 1, |x| < 1/2}

and

(3.12) 5 = {(y,x):y>v/3/2,|x|<l/2}

is such that two copies of 3 cover S, we have

|2„   /- m2 j    ,     _   ,, ...2u J2\an\2Kir(2nny)\2dy/y>U\\2
3 13)   ~JVil¿»>°

7Î>0
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2
In this,  1/4 + r  — À . A similar relation holds for y/ . These imply

H¿ - VU   ^ Z / ,-   E Iûj2|^>(2îrny)|2 rfy/y
^   ■/ v3/2   _^ r,^5/2 „>o

(3.14) +5/       ElM l*,>(2*^)l2^/y
4 •/v^/2 „>0

f°   |tf,r(27t«y)|2¿y/y = a.
^V^/2

7!>0

1 r°°
>   -

2 JvI/2

We also have

(3.15)
/>oo /*oo /-OO

/      \Kir(2nny)\2dyly= \K¡r(2nnt)\2 dt/t < \K¡r(2nt)\2 dt/t.
•/v/3/2 JVÏ/2 Jsñ¡2

On the other hand, <f) - y/ also satisfies
1      /*oo

110- HI2 <T /       E K -bn\2\Kir(2nny)\2dy/y

(3.16) +U" EK-è7,l2l^(2^y)l2^/y
¿JV3/2n>N

<E2Na+ Y,\an-bn\2\Kir{2nny)\2dyly.

If e < 1/2A7, we have

/«OO

(3.17) /     EK-è»H^>(27r«y)|2rfy/y>a,
'v^/2n>

and
/•oo

(3.18) /       ^K-ijIi^H^y/K«,

so

(3.19) [\<t>-y,\2dxdy/y2< H   Y,\an - bn\2\Kir(2nny)\2 dy/y.
h JV3/2 n>N

Combining all of this, we have (here V is the Euclidean gradient),

X
_ h y |V(</>- ¥)\  dxdyjy-

f^\4>-w\2dxdy/y2

> 3n2 Q/2 Zn>N \a„ - bfn2\Kir(2nny)\2 dy/y

4     &iilZn>N\an-bn\2\Kir(2nny)\2dyly  '

2 2
If N   > 4X/4n  , we must have </> = y/ .

Finally, we state a similar result. Its proof is similar to the above theorem.

See [Hun] for details.
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Theorem 3.20. Let Y0(N) be the Hecke congruence subgroup. Let 4> and y/

be even new forms with eigenvalues X. Let C be the number of cusps of the

fundamental domain for YQ(N). If in any cusp we have

7.'i     Vñ- b I < -v-
2  V 3C3A(A+1)A

for n < N^/2XC(N + l)/n\/3, then <j> = y/. (Here we assume ax = bx = 1).

Of course, we may make this more explicit by noting that

C=    E    ®((d,N/d)),
d\N;d>0

with O Euler's function and (a, b) the greatest common divisor [Shi]. From

this we deduce the interesting fact that the space of cusp forms also grows at

most as a polynomial in the level.

More explicitly, the number of independent cusp forms if N is prime is

0(VXNi/2). This should be compared to Randol's result [Ra], which shows

that when N is prime, for infinitely many X, we have a multiplicity at at least

(A-l)/2.
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